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do not let your hunger get the best of you! while you are fishing, the fish may attack you! make sure
you have a well-armed horse with you, and you will be able to fight them off and survive. in order to
better take care of your horse, you can also improve it. you can even buy specialized equipment, like

a backpack to carry more supplies and a fishing rod to improve your chances of catching a bigger
fish! the main difference between the traditional and free fishing games is the absence of effort. in

this game you do not need to catch all the fish, you can choose what to do with them. you can
process the fish, sell them or give them as part of daily tasks. you can even earn money by selling
the fish or by selling other processed products. in the game world of atom there are many different
people, and each of them has their own personality and needs. make sure to keep an eye on them,
as they might have something useful for you in exchange for a fish! there are no paid dlcs in atom
fishing 2, but there are a few extra items you can buy during game play. they are not required to

play the game, and they can be earned by playing the game. the most important are: - an exclusive
premium backpack, which contains more valuable items - an exclusive fishing rod, which improves

your chances of catching a big fish - an exclusive fishing hook, which improves your chances of
catching a small fish - an exclusive fish tamer, which improves your chances of catching a big fish
while you are fishing - an exclusive safety net, which improves your chances of catching a big fish
while you are fishing - an exclusive recycler, which improves your chances of catching a small fish

while you are fishing
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